
 

 

 
 

Chandelier 42721-9 “Script”  
The Contemporary Family 
 
 
Script is a line of lights inspired by the Viennese Art Deco. Sperlein breaks up the common theme of 
brass pipes and white balls by giving it a new twist, or better still: a new bend.  
The concept of the design allows for many different applications. Starting from a 3-arm chandelier it 
features table- and floor lamps as well as wall brackets. The chandelier can be made with any number 
of arms or spun into a room-spanning installation with countless lighting units. 
Each lighting unit is an LED-element that can be controlled and dimmed via DALI or with a mobile app 
via Bluetooth.  
The fixtures are made of bent brass bars with mouth-blown crystal domes with a frosted inside. Beside 
the typical gold finish the frame elements can be made in any finish to round up the versatility of the 
concept. 
 
 
Design: Bodo Sperlein, 2019 Dia.: 72 cm, H.: 110 cm; Weight: 14 kg 

Material: Brass, lead-free crystal; Finish: French gold Lights: 9 LEDs; Max. Wattage: 80 W  

Special requests: Various metal finishes 

 



 

 

 
 

Wall sconce 42724-W-1 “Script”  
The Contemporary Family 
 
 
Script is a line of lights inspired by the Viennese Art Deco. Sperlein breaks up the common theme of 
brass pipes and white balls by giving it a new twist, or better still: a new bend.  
The concept of the design allows for many different applications. The wall sconce variant is perhaps the 
most minimalistic member of the Script line. 
Each lighting unit is an LED-element that can be controlled and dimmed via DALI or with a mobile app 
via Bluetooth.  
The fixtures are made of bent brass bars with mouth-blown crystal domes with a frosted inside. Beside 
the typical gold finish the frame elements can be made in any finish to round up the versatility of the 
concept. 
 
 
Design: Bodo Sperlein, 2019 W.: 16 cm, H.: 42 cm P.: 20 cm; Weight: 3 kg 

Material: Brass, lead-free crystal; Finish: French gold Lights: 1 LED; Max. Wattage: 9 W  

Special requests: Other metal finishes 

 



 

 

 
 

Floor lamp 42722-BL-3 “Script”  
The Contemporary Family 
 
 
Script is a line of lights inspired by the Viennese Art Deco. Sperlein breaks up the common theme of 
brass pipes and white balls by giving it a new twist, or better still: a new bend.  
The concept of the design allows for many different applications. The floor lamp is a cornerstone of the 
series standing out in any couch or sofa area. 
Each lighting unit is an LED-element that can be controlled and dimmed via DALI or with a mobile app 
via Bluetooth.  
The fixtures are made of bent brass bars with mouth-blown crystal domes with a frosted inside. Beside 
the typical gold finish the frame elements can be made in any finish to round up the versatility of the 
concept. 
 
 
Design: Bodo Sperlein, 2019 Dia.: 34 cm, H.: 173 cm; Weight: 14 kg 

Material: Brass, lead-free crystal; Finish: French gold Lights: 3 LEDs; Max. Wattage: 26 W  

Special requests: Various metal finishes, bespoke heights 

 



 

 

 
 

Table lamp 42723-TL-1 “Script”  
The Contemporary Family 
 
 
Script is a line of lights inspired by the Viennese Art Deco. Sperlein breaks up the common theme of 
brass pipes and white balls by giving it a new twist, or better still: a new bend.  
The concept of the design allows for many different applications. The table lamp is the unquestioned 
darling of the series with its single large “eye” begging to be turned on and dimmed down low. 
The lighting unit is an LED-element that can be controlled and dimmed via DALI or with a mobile app via 
Bluetooth.  
The fixtures are made of bent brass bars with mouth-blown crystal domes with a frosted inside. Beside the 
typical gold finish the frame elements can be made in any finish to round up the versatility of the 
concept. 
 
 
Design: Bodo Sperlein, 2019 Dia.: 17 cm, H.: 38 cm; Weight: 3 kg 

Material: Brass, lead-free crystal; Finish: French gold Lights: 1 LED; Max. Wattage: 9 W  

Special requests: Various metal finishes 

 


